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Ebolavirus (EBOV) entry into cells requires proteolytic disassembly of the viral glycoprotein, GP. This
proteolytic processing, unusually extensive for an enveloped virus entry protein, is mediated by cysteine
cathepsins, a family of endosomal/lysosomal proteases. Previous work has shown that cleavage of GP by
cathepsin B (CatB) is specifically required to generate a critical entry intermediate. The functions of this
intermediate are not well understood. We used a forward genetic strategy to investigate this CatB-dependent
step. Specifically, we generated a replication-competent recombinant vesicular stomatitis virus bearing EBOV
GP as its sole entry glycoprotein and used it to select viral mutants resistant to a CatB inhibitor. We obtained
mutations at six amino acid positions in GP that independently confer complete resistance. All of the mutations
reside at or near the GP1-GP2 intersubunit interface in the membrane-proximal base of the prefusion GP
trimer. This region forms a part of the “clamp” that holds the fusion subunit GP2 in its metastable prefusion
conformation. Biochemical studies suggest that most of the mutations confer CatB independence not by
altering specific cleavage sites in GP but rather by inducing conformational rearrangements in the prefusion
GP trimer that dramatically enhance its susceptibility to proteolysis. The remaining mutants did not show the
preceding behavior, indicating the existence of multiple mechanisms for acquiring CatB independence during
entry. Altogether, our findings suggest that CatB cleavage is required to facilitate the triggering of viral
membrane fusion by destabilizing the prefusion conformation of EBOV GP.

Filoviruses are enveloped, filamentous, nonsegmented neg-
ative-sense RNA viruses that can cause a deadly hemorrhagic
fever with case fatality rates in excess of 90% (see references 4,
20, and 37 for recent reviews). All known filoviruses belong to
one of two genera: Ebolavirus (EBOV), consisting of the five
species Zaire (ZEBOV), Côte d’Ivoire, Sudan, Reston, and Bun-
dibugyo (tentative); and Marburgvirus, consisting of the single
Lake Victoria species (21, 62).

Cell entry by filoviruses is mediated by their envelope gly-
coprotein, GP (60, 68). Mature GP is a trimer of three disul-
fide-linked GP1-GP2 heterodimers. GP1 and GP2 are gener-
ated by endoproteolytic cleavage of the GP0 precursor
polypeptide by a furin-like protease during transport to the cell
surface (31, 39, 63, 69). The membrane-distal subunit, GP1,
mediates viral adhesion to host cells (10, 18, 38, 42, 56, 59) and
regulates the activity of the transmembrane subunit, GP2,
which catalyzes fusion of viral and cellular membrane bilayers
(30, 39, 41, 64, 65). The consequence of membrane fusion is
cytoplasmic delivery of the viral nucleocapsid cargo.

Lee et al. (39) recently solved the crystal structure of a
ZEBOV GP prefusion trimer lacking the heavily glycosylated
GP1 mucin domain (Muc) and the GP2 transmembrane do-

main (see Fig. 5). The three GP1 subunits together form a
bowl-like structure encircled by sequences from the three GP2
subunits. The trimer is held together by GP1-GP2 and GP2-
GP2 contacts; the hydrophobic GP2 fusion loop packs against
the external surface of adjacent GP1 subunits, and each GP2
subunit contributes a strand to a trimeric �-helical coiled-coil
stem. GP1 is organized into three subdomains. The base is
intimately associated with GP2 and clamps it in its prefusion
conformation. The head is proposed to mediate virus receptor
binding during entry (10, 18, 38, 42). The glycan cap resides at
the top of the trimer and is critical for GP assembly but must
be removed during entry (see below) (31, 42). The base and
glycan cap are connected by the �13-�14 loop, which was not
visualized in the structure. The location and structure of the
Muc domain are also unknown, but it is proposed to sheathe
the top and/or sides of the prefusion GP trimer (39). Muc is
dispensable for ZEBOV GP-dependent entry in tissue culture
but may play roles in virus-cell adhesion and immune evasion
in vivo (31, 42, 44, 56, 59).

Crystal structures of ZEBOV GP2 in its postfusion confor-
mation indicate that filovirus GP is a “class I” viral membrane
fusion protein (41, 65). Like the prototypic class I fusion pro-
teins of human immunodeficiency virus and influenza virus,
GP2 contains a hydrophobic fusion peptide near its N terminus
and N- and C-terminal �-helical heptad repeat sequences
(HR1 and HR2, respectively) (22, 28, 30, 39, 41, 64, 65, 67)
(see Fig. 5). GP2 drives membrane fusion by undergoing large-
scale conformational changes; the prefusion HR1 helix-loop-
helix rearranges to an unbroken �-helix, projecting the fusion
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loop into the endosomal membrane, and GP2 jackknifes on
itself to form a hairpin-like structure in which the HR2s pack
against grooves in the trimeric HR1 coiled coil (41, 65).

The available GP structures make clear that the transition of
GP2 from prefusion to postfusion conformation requires its
release from its binding groove in the GP1 base subdomain.
For all known class I fusion proteins, this transition is con-
trolled by priming and triggering events. Priming typically in-
volves a single endoproteolytic cleavage of the glycoprotein
mediated by a cellular protease within the secretory pathway of
the virus-producer cells (e.g., human immunodeficiency virus
ENV 3 SU � TM by furin [27]). This cleavage is essential
because it liberates an N-terminal fusion peptide and allows
the glycoprotein to rearrange during fusion. Unusually for a
class I fusion glycoprotein, however, ZEBOV GP does not
require cleavage to GP1 and GP2 by a furin-like protease, even
though this cleavage occurs efficiently (46, 69). Instead, the GP
trimer is primed by extensive proteolytic remodeling during
entry. This process is mediated by cysteine cathepsins, a class
of papain superfamily cysteine proteases active within the cel-
lular endosomal/lysosomal pathway (14, 54).

The cysteine cathepsins B (CatB) and L (CatL) play essen-
tial and accessory roles, respectively, in ZEBOV entry into
Vero cells (14). The functions of these enzymes in viral entry
can be recapitulated in vitro. Incubation of vesicular stomatitis
virus (VSV) pseudotypes bearing ZEBOV GP (VSV-GP) with
a mixture of purified human CatL and CatB, or with the bac-
terial protease thermolysin (THL), results in the cleavage and
removal of GP1 Muc and glycan cap sequences, leaving a
stable �17-kDa N-terminal GP1 fragment and intact GP2 (see
Fig. 5) (18, 54). VSV particles containing this GP17K interme-
diate no longer require CatB activity within cells, strongly
suggesting that this protease plays a critical role in generating
a related primed species during viral entry (54). Strikingly,
incubation of VSV-GP with CatL alone (14, 54) or with bovine
chymotrypsin (CHT) (this study) (Fig. 1; see also Fig. 7) gen-
erates a similar but distinct GP18K intermediate (containing a
slightly larger �18-kDa GP1 fragment) that cannot bypass the
requirement for CatB during entry. Therefore, the removal of
a few residues from GP18K by CatB is crucial for viral entry.
The reason for this requirement is unknown. Finally, VSV-
GP17K particles cannot infect cells completely devoid of cys-
teine cathepsin activity, indicating the existence of at least one
additional cysteine protease-dependent step during entry (34,
54; present study). The signal that acts on a fully primed GP
intermediate to trigger membrane fusion remains unknown.

In this study, we used a forward genetic strategy to investi-
gate the CatB-dependent step in ZEBOV entry. Specifically,
we engineered and rescued a recombinant VSV (rVSV) en-
coding a mucin domain-deleted ZEBOV GP in place of the
VSV glycoprotein G and used it to select viral mutants resis-
tant to the CatB inhibitor CA074. Analysis of these viruses
identified mutations in both GP1 and GP2 that allow CatB-
independent cell entry. We found that GP18K and/or GP17K

intermediates derived from some but not all of the mutant GPs
are conformationally distinct from the wild type (WT), sug-
gesting the existence of multiple mechanisms for CA074 resis-
tance. Taken together, our results indicate that ZEBOV
GP3GP17K cleavage by CatB promotes fusion triggering and
viral entry by destabilizing the prefusion conformation of GP.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Cells and viruses. Vero and 293T cells were maintained at 37°C and 5% CO2

in high-glucose Dulbecco’s modified Eagle medium (DMEM) (Invitrogen Corp.,
Carlsbad, CA) supplemented with 10% fetal bovine serum (FBS; Gemini Bio-
Products). An rVSV expressing enhanced green fluorescent protein (eGFP) and
ZEBOV GP lacking the mucin domain (�309–489; �Muc) (31) was generated by
insertion of the eGFP-coding region flanked by the conserved VSV gene start
and end sequences between the leader and N gene and by replacement of the
VSV G-coding region with that of ZEBOV GP�Muc. The amino acid sequence
of ZEBOV GP�Muc is identical to that of the Mayinga field isolate (GenBank
accession number AF086833), except that it lacks Muc and contains the mutation
I662V within the GP2 membrane-spanning domain. This virus (rVSV-GP�Muc)
resembles an rVSV encoding GP that was described previously and is a candidate
live-attenuated ZEBOV vaccine (23, 32). A second rVSV encoding an mRFP-P

FIG. 1. CatB activity is required for entry of ZEBOV GP-depen-
dent entry, whereas CatL activity is dispensable. Vero cells were pre-
treated for 4 h with 1% (vol/vol) DMSO (vehicle), 0.5 �M FYdmk
(CatL-selective inhibitor), 80 �M CA074 (CatB-selective inhibitor),
0.5 �M FYdmk plus 80 �M CA074, or 300 �M E64 (pan-cysteine
cathepsin inhibitor). (A) The cells were then challenged with VSV-
GP�Muc, CHT-derived VSV-GP18K (CHT-GP18K), THL-derived
VSV-GP17K (THL-GP17K), or VSV-G pseudotypes at a low MOI (0.02
to 0.1 eGFP-positive infectious units [iu] per cell) in the presence of
drug, and viral titers (iu/ml) were determined at 18 h postinfection.
CatB and CatL activities in extracts prepared from a parallel set of
pretreated cells were measured by fluorogenic peptide turnover and
are shown (bottom). Averages � standard deviations (SD) for six trials
from three independent experiments are shown. CatL activity below
the detection threshold is indicated as zero without an accompanying
SD. (B) Vero cells pretreated with protease inhibitors were challenged
with VSV-GP�Muc, cathepsin L-derived VSV-GP18K (CatL-GP18K),
or cathepsin B-derived VSV-GP17K (CatB-GP17K), and viral infectivity
was measured as described above. Averages � SD for three trials from
a representative experiment are shown.
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fusion protein (in place of P) and VSV G in its normal position (rVSV-G) was
used as a control virus, as shown in Fig. 2; see also Fig. 6. Its construction and
rescue is to be described elsewhere (D. K. Cureton and S. P. Whelan, unpub-
lished data).

rVSV-GP�Muc was rescued from cDNA as described previously (66). Doubly
plaque-purified rVSV-GP�Muc clones were amplified in Vero cells, concen-
trated by pelleting through 10% sucrose cushions prepared in NT (10 mM
Tris-Cl [pH 7.4], 135 mM NaCl), resuspended in NT, and stored at �80°C. These
concentrated virus preparations routinely contained infectious titers of �1 	
1010 focus-forming units (FFU) per ml. Sequencing of cDNA corresponding to
the GP�Muc-coding region within the genomes of these viral particles confirmed
that no nucleotide changes had occurred during virus recovery and amplification.
All experiments with rVSV-GP�Muc were carried out using enhanced biosafety
level 2 procedures approved by the Einstein Institutional Biosafety Committee.
VSV pseudotypes expressing eGFP and bearing VSV G (VSV-G) or ZEBOV
GP�Muc (VSV-GP�Muc) were generated as described previously (14).

Protease inhibitor treatments. Cysteine protease inhibitors FYdmk (Z-Phe-
Tyr-(tert-butyl)-diazomethylketone; EMD Chemicals, Gibbstown, NJ), CA074
[N-(L-3-trans-propylcarbamoyloxirane-2-carbonyl)-Ile-Pro-OH], and E-64 [L-trans-
epoxysuccinyl-leucyl-amide-(4-guanido)-butane] (Wako Chemicals, Richmond,
VA) were dissolved in dimethyl sulfoxide (DMSO) and dispensed into culture
medium immediately before use. To inhibit protease activity in cells, monolayers
were incubated with drug-containing media at 37°C for 4 h prior to virus infec-
tion.

Measurements of cellular cysteine cathepsin activity. To measure the effects
of protease inhibitor treatment on intracellular CatB and CatL activities (Fig. 1),
intact Vero cells were pretreated with protease inhibitors for 4 h and then
washed extensively with phosphate-buffered saline to remove residual extracel-
lular inhibitors prior to lysis. Cells were then lysed in MES buffer [50 mM
2-(N-morpholino)ethanesulfonic acid (pH 5.5), 135 mM NaCl, 2 mM EDTA]
containing 0.5% Triton X-100 for 30 to 60 min at 4°C, and lysates were clarified
by centrifugation at 6,000 	 g. The enzymatic activities of CatB and CatL in the
acidified postnuclear extracts were assayed with fluorogenic peptide substrates

Z-Arg-Arg-AMC (Bachem Inc., Torrance, CA) and (Z-Phe-Arg)2-R110 (Invitro-
gen), respectively, as described previously (19). To enhance assay specificity,
extracts were pretreated with 0.5 �M FYdmk or 1 �M CA074 for 20 min at room
temperature immediately prior to measuring the activities of CatB or CatL,
respectively. These FYdmk and CA074 concentrations inactivate CatL and CatB
in vitro (data not shown), preventing promiscuous turnover of the CatB substrate
by CatL and vice versa. As an additional control for assay specificity, enzyme
activities were assessed in extracts pretreated with both 0.5 �M FYdmk and 1
�M CA074. This experiment demonstrated that, as expected, CatB substrate
turnover was CA074 sensitive and CatL substrate turnover was FYdmk sensitive.

Viral infectivity measurements. Infectivities of VSV pseudotypes were mea-
sured by automated counting of eGFP-positive cells using fluorescence micros-
copy and the CellProfiler software package (11). rVSV-GP�Muc infectivity was
measured by fluorescent-focus assay (FFA). Briefly, Vero cell monolayers were
incubated with virus in DMEM containing 2% FBS for 1 to 1.5 h at 37°C,
unbound virus was removed, and the cells were overlaid with MEM containing
10% FBS and 0.5% SeaPlaque agarose (Lonza Ltd., Basel, Switzerland). Where
indicated, cysteine protease inhibitors were added to the assay overlay medium
at the same concentration used to treat cells prior to viral infection. Infection was
allowed to proceed at 37°C and eGFP-positive infectious FFU were manually
counted by fluorescence microscopy at 12 to 18 h postinfection (hpi). FFU
diameters shown in Fig. 2 and 3 were measured from images of microscope fields
by using the Axiovision software package (Carl Zeiss Inc., Thornwood, NY).

Isolation of CA074R rVSV-GP�Muc clones. CA074-resistant (CA074R) rVSV-
GP�Muc mutant clones were selected by serial passage in Vero cells and isolated
by plaque purification. Cell monolayers in six-well plates were incubated with 80
�M CA074 for 4 h to inactivate CatB. Two different plaque isolates of WT
rVSV-GP�Muc were used to infect six wells, each at a multiplicity of infection
(MOI) of 0.01 FFU/cell. Virus-containing supernatants were harvested and ti-
trated by FFA at 16 hpi and then used to infect new CA074-treated monolayers.
Substantial resistance to CA074 was evident after two serial passages. Mutant
clones were doubly plaque-purified under CA074 selection, and the clonal iso-
lates were amplified and concentrated, as described above, in the presence of
CA074. All subsequent experiments were performed with these mutant isolates.

To identify mutations in GP conferring CA074 resistance, the sequence of the
GP�Muc-coding region was determined for three clones from each of the 12
independent selections. Viral genomic RNA, extracted from concentrated virus
preparations with the RNeasy minikit (Qiagen, Germantown, MD), was ampli-
fied by reverse transcription-PCR using Superscript II RT (Invitrogen) and Pfu
Turbo (Stratagene, La Jolla, CA). The entire GP�Muc coding region was am-
plified by PCR and sequenced. To ensure accuracy and verify clonality, two
independent viral preparations were sequenced for each isolate.

Protease digestion reactions. Concentrated rVSV-GP�Muc preparations (0.5
to 2 �l) were incubated with CHT (100 �g/ml; Sigma-Aldrich Co., St. Louis,
MO), thermolysin (THL; 200 �g/ml; Sigma-Aldrich), CatL (5 �g/ml; Calbio-
chem, San Diego, CA), or CatL (5 �g/ml) plus CatB (20 �g/ml; Athens Re-
search, Athens, GA) at 37°C for the indicated times. CHT and THL reactions
were performed in NT buffer and terminated by incubation on ice and addition
of phenylmethylsulfonic acid (1 mM) and phosphoramidon (0.5 mM), respec-
tively. CatL and CatB reactions were performed in MES buffer (pH 5.5) and
terminated by incubation on ice and addition of E-64 (10 to 50 �M).

SDS-PAGE and Western blotting. Protein samples were subjected to electro-
phoresis in 15% sodium dodecyl sulfate (SDS)-polyacrylamide gels as described
previously (47). Where indicated, prior to SDS-polyacrylamide gel electrophore-
sis (PAGE), acid pH protease digestion reactions were neutralized by the addi-
tion of equal volumes of HEPES buffer (pH 7.5) and deglycosylated by treatment
with protein N-glycosidase F (PNGase F; New England Biolabs, Ipswich, MA)
according to the manufacturer’s instructions. To detect GP1, proteins were
transferred to nitrocellulose membranes and incubated with a rabbit polyclonal
antibody raised against GP1 residues 83 to 97 (1:10,000 dilution; a gift from
James M. Cunningham, Brigham and Women’s Hospital, Boston, MA), a goat
anti-rabbit immunoglobulin G (IgG) secondary antibody conjugated to horse-
radish peroxidase (1:3,000 dilution; Santa Cruz Biotechnology Inc., Santa Cruz,
CA), and an enhanced chemiluminescence reagent (GE Healthcare). Bands
were visualized by exposure to X-ray film.

RESULTS

CatB, but not CatL, is required for ZEBOV GP�Muc-de-
pendent entry into Vero cells. We showed previously that in
Vero cells, the endosomal/lysosomal cysteine proteases ca-
thepsin B (CatB) and cathepsin L (CatL) play essential and

FIG. 2. CatB activity is required for entry and spread of rVSV-
GP�Muc. Vero cells were pretreated with different concentrations of
CA074 for 4 h and then challenged with serial dilutions of rVSV-
GP�Muc or rVSV-G for 1.5 h. After removing the viral inoculum, the
cells were overlaid with agarose containing CA074 at a concentration
equal to that used during pretreatment. (A) Viral titers (FFU/ml) were
determined at 16 hpi. Averages � standard deviations (SD) are shown
for four trials from two independent experiments. (B) Diameters (av-
erages � SD) of 10 to 30 fluorescent foci were measured from images
captured at 16 hpi.
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accessory roles, respectively, in the entry of VSV pseudotypes
bearing VSV-GP or VSV-GP�Muc and of authentic ZEBOV
(14). Other groups have confirmed the importance of CatB,
but they have shown, contrary to our initial findings, that CatL
is essential for viral entry (34, 54).

To clarify the roles of CatB and CatL in viral entry, we
examined the capacity of cysteine cathepsin inhibitors to block
infection of Vero cells by VSV-GP�Muc pseudotypes bearing
uncleaved GP�Muc or cleaved GP18K and GP17K intermedi-
ates (the last two generated by incubation of VSV-GP�Muc
with CHT and THL, respectively [Fig. 1A] or CatL and CatL
plus CatB, respectively [Fig. 1B]). Cellular extracts were as-
sayed for CatB and CatL activities in parallel to confirm ap-
propriate enzyme inhibition following drug treatment. Com-
plete and selective inhibition of CatL activity with FYdmk
treatment had little effect on infection of any of the viruses,
demonstrating that CatL is dispensable for entry. Under con-
ditions of very low CatB and moderate CatL activities imposed
by CA074 treatment, infection by both VSV-GP�Muc and
VSV-GP18K was greatly reduced, confirming that CatB is crit-
ical for entry and that the GP18K intermediate cannot bypass
the CatB requirement. In contrast and as shown previously
(54), CA074 treatment had little effect on infection by VSV-
GP17K, indicating that the cleavage of GP�Muc to GP17K

essentially overcomes the block imposed by this inhibitor. Im-
portantly, pretreatment of cells with FYdmk and CA074 to
inactivate both CatL and CatB did little to alter the preceding
results obtained with CA074 alone, showing that CatL is dis-
pensable for viral entry, even in the absence of CatB activity.
Finally, inactivation of all cysteine cathepsin activities with
E-64 substantially inhibited infection by VSV-GP17K, strongly

suggesting that (i) there is at least one additional cysteine
protease-dependent step in entry and (ii) one or more cysteine
protease activities distinct from CatB and CatL are sufficient
for viral entry mediated by the GP17K proteolytic intermediate.

Development of a forward genetic strategy to identify CatB-
independent variants of ZEBOV GP. The utility of pseudotypes
for studies of EBOV GP-dependent viral entry is undisputed.
However, they cannot be used to select GP proteins with al-
tered phenotypes because the GP gene is not encoded in the
viral genome and is therefore not heritable by the viral prog-
eny. To overcome this limitation and harness the power of
forward genetics in a biosafety level 2 setting, we engineered
and rescued an rVSV that expresses a mucin-deleted ZEBOV
GP (GP�Muc) as its sole surface glycoprotein and eGFP as a
marker of infected cells. This rVSV-GP�Muc virus resembles
an rVSV bearing full-length ZEBOV GP (but not eGFP) that
has been described previously and used to select antibody
neutralization escape mutants (23, 58).

To determine whether rVSV-GP�Muc is suitable for ge-
netic studies of CatB’s role in cell entry, we investigated the
CatB dependence of this virus. Vero cells were pretreated with
CA074 or with vehicle alone and then challenged with rVSV-
GP�Muc. We observed CA074 dose-dependent reductions in
both the number of FFU (Fig. 2A) and their diameter (Fig.
2B) (to 
10% and �50%, respectively, at 80 �M CA074 rel-
ative to a control infection), confirming that rVSV-GP�Muc
particles resemble VSV-GP�Muc pseudotypes in requiring
CatB activity to infect Vero cells. Importantly, no reductions in
viral titer were obtained in parallel experiments with a control
virus (rVSV-G) expressing the endogenous glycoprotein, G
(Fig. 2A). This finding indicates that CA074 has little or no

FIG. 3. Single amino acid mutations at six positions in GP�Muc enable CatB-independent cell entry. Vero cells were pretreated with 1%
DMSO or 80 �M CA074 for 4 h, challenged with WT or CA074-resistant (CA074R) mutant rVSV-GP�Muc at an MOI of 0.001 FFU/cell for 1.5 h,
and then overlaid with agarose containing DMSO (�CA074) or CA074. (A) Images of the fluorescent infection foci were captured at 16 hpi.
Results from a single representative experiment are shown. Scale bar in top-left panel, 500 �M. (B) Diameters of these foci were measured.
Averages � standard deviations (SD) for 10 to 30 foci are shown. (C) Viral titers (FFU/well) were determined by FFA. Averages � SD for three
to six trials from a single representative experiment are shown.
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effect on VSV gene expression, genome replication, and par-
ticle assembly and reinforces the conclusion that this drug acts
to specifically block the ZEBOV GP-dependent entry process.

Isolation and sequence analysis of CA074-resistant mutant
viruses. We selected CatB-independent rVSV-GP�Muc mu-
tants by serial passage of virus in the presence of CA074 (80
�M). Nearly complete resistance to this inhibitor was apparent
after two passages, as indicated by the similar viral titers ob-
tained in the absence and presence of CA074 (data not shown,
but see Fig. 3). To isolate CA074-resistant viral clones, viruses
were plaque purified from supernatants and amplified under
CA074 selection. A GP�Muc-containing genome fragment
was amplified by reverse transcription-PCR from 36 CA074-
resistant clones, and the resulting cDNA products were se-
quenced (Table 1). Comparison with the sequence of the pa-
rental rVSV-GP�Muc isolate revealed that each mutant clone
encoded at least one amino acid substitution within the
GP�Muc open reading frame. Coding mutations were ob-
served at 10 positions, at least 6 of which independently confer
viral resistance to CA074 when changed: residues N40, T42,
L43, and D47 in GP1 and I584 and K588 in GP2 (Table 1 and
Fig. 4). Single mutants bearing substitutions at each of these six
positions were obtained, and all multiple mutants contained a
substitution at one of these positions. Subsequent studies were
performed with the single mutant CA074-resistant (CA074R)
rVSV-GP�Muc isolates.

Growth properties of mutant viruses in the presence and
absence of CA074. To compare the WT and mutant clones’
requirement for CatB during entry, we pretreated Vero cells
with CA074 or with vehicle alone, challenged them with virus,
and measured viral infectivity and spread by FFA (Fig. 3).
CA074 treatment inhibited infection by WT rVSV-GP�Muc,
as expected, but had little or no effect on cell entry and infec-
tion by any of the mutants, as judged by viral titer (Fig. 3C) and
FFU diameter measurements (Fig. 3A and B). These results
demonstrate that a single amino acid change at any of the six
positions in ZEBOV GP�Muc allows the CA074R viruses to
enter Vero cells that contain little or no active CatB.

To rule out complications in interpreting these data arising
from differences in viral replication and budding, single-cycle
growth curves were generated for WT and CA074R rVSV-
GP�Muc. Similar growth kinetics and viral yields were ob-

served at 24 hpi for all viruses tested, showing that the CA074R

mutants do not have a substantial growth advantage or defect
relative to WT virus (Fig. 4).

Locations of CA074R mutations in the prefusion GP struc-
ture. We examined the locations of the six residues mutated in
the CA074R viruses within the prefusion GP crystal structure
(39). Four of these residues are near the N terminus of GP1,
and the other two are in the N-terminal heptad repeat region
(HR1D) of GP2 (Table 1 and Fig. 5A). All six residues are
located at the base of the prefusion GP trimer, a region in
which GP1 is intimately associated with GP2 and clamps it in
its prefusion conformation (Fig. 5B) (39). Residues L43 in GP1
and I584 and K588 in GP2 are at the GP1-GP2 intersubunit
interface and participate in a web of hydrophobic interactions
between GP1 and GP2 (Fig. 5C to E). The side chains of
residues D47 in GP1 and K588 in GP2 also closely approach
each other. Residues N40 and T42 in GP1 do not appear to
interact with GP2. Instead, they are part of an NXT motif for
N-linked glycosylation. The inference that the N-linked glycan
at residue 40, rather than the side chain itself, determines CatB
dependence is supported not only by the T42A mutation but
also by our finding that a wide range of amino acid substitu-
tions at N40 confer CA074 resistance (Table 1).

CatB and CatL activities are dispensable for CA074R virus
entry, but cysteine cathepsin activity is not. We examined the
capacity of cysteine cathepsin inhibitors to block infection of
Vero cells by the WT or mutant rVSV-GP�Muc (Fig. 6A). A
CatL-selective concentration of FYdmk had little effect on
infection by either WT or mutant rVSV-GP�Muc viruses, as
previously seen with VSV pseudotypes bearing WT GP or
GP�Muc (Fig. 1) (14), demonstrating that CatL is dispensable
in both cases for entry into Vero cells. Interestingly, FYdmk-
plus-CA074 treatment to selectively inhibit both CatL and
CatB reduced WT infectivity to a much greater extent than did
treatment with either drug alone (to �0.01% for FYdmk plus
CA074 versus �90% for FYdmk and �5% for CA074) (Fig. 1
and 6 and data not shown), confirming our previous finding that
CatL makes a small but measurable contribution to ZEBOV
GP-dependent entry in Vero cells, which is revealed when little
or no active CatB is present (14). In contrast, FYdmk-plus-

FIG. 4. WT and CA074R rVSV-GP�Muc viruses grow equally well
in Vero cells. WT or CA074R rVSV-GP�Muc were adsorbed to con-
fluent monolayers of Vero cells at an MOI of 3 FFU/cell at 4°C.
Following removal of the viral inoculum, the cells were washed with
culture medium and shifted to 37°C. At the indicated times, an aliquot
was taken from the supernatant, and viral titers were determined by
FFA. Averages � standard deviations for four trials from a represen-
tative experiment are shown.

TABLE 1. Mutations in ZEBOV GP�Muc that confer resistance to
CatB inhibitor CA074

Amino acid change
in EBOV GP�Muc

Corresponding
codon changea

No. of
clonesb

N40H AAT to CAT 2
N40K AAT to AAG 3
N40S AAT to AGT 7
N40T AAT to ACT 2
N40Y AAT to TAT 1
T42A ACA to GCA 1
L43F TTA to TTC 1
D47V GAT to GTT 1
I584F ATC to TTC 1
K588R AAG to AGG 10

a Nucleotide changes are underlined and in bold.
b Number of viral isolates from independent selections bearing this amino acid

change.
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FIG. 5. CA074R mutations localize at or near the GP1-GP2 interface in the GP prefusion crystal structure. In all diagrams, GP1 is
depicted in blue, GP2 in red, GP1 CA074R mutations in green, and GP2 CA074R mutations in yellow. (A) Linear representation of the amino
acid sequence of GP�Muc. S-S indicates the intersubunit disulfide bond between C53 and C609. sp, signal peptide; fl, fusion loop; hr1 and
hr2, heptad repeats; tm, transmembrane domain; N, N terminus; C, C terminus. (B) Structure of GP in a prefusion conformation (39).
Cartoon representation of a GP1-GP2 monomer is shown. Remaining subunits are shown as a surface-shaded watermark. The boxed inset
contains the membrane-proximal base of the trimer, in which the CA074R mutations are located. The �13-�14 loop is modeled as a chain
of blue circles. (C) Magnified view of the inset shown in panel B rotated by 90°. The side chains of D47, I584, K588, and their contacting
residues are shown. Dashed pink lines connect atoms from different side chains separated by �3.9 Å. Other CA074R residues are not shown
for clarity. (D) View shown in panel C rotated by 90°. (E) Schematic diagram of the potential interactions made by residues mutated in the
CA074R viruses. Residues approaching �3.9 Å to each CA074R residue are shown. Beige arcs, hydrophobic interactions; dashed lines,
potential ionic interactions. Visualizations of the GP structures shown in panels B to D (Protein Data Bank accession no. 3CSY) were
rendered in Pymol (Delano Scientific).
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CA074 treatment reduced infection by mutant rVSV-GP�Muc
only modestly (to �40% for FYdmk plus CA074 versus �90%
for FYdmk and �90% for CA074) (Fig. 1 and 6). Thus, CatB
and CatL appear to play redundant but largely dispensable
roles in mutant GP-mediated entry.

We next used the pan-cysteine cathepsin inhibitor E-64 to
examine the possibility that the CA074R GP mutants no longer
require cysteine cathepsin activity during entry. We observed a
similar dose-dependent loss of infectivity with both WT and
mutant viruses in response to E-64 pretreatment (
5% at 300
�M E-64, relative to a control infection) (Fig. 6B). Thus, de-
spite overcoming the specific requirement for CatB, the GP
mutants still require cysteine cathepsins for entry. Moreover,
the E-64 and FYdmk-plus-CA074 experiments taken together
indicate that cysteine cathepsins other than CatB and CatL can
carry out all of the cysteine protease-dependent steps in entry
by the CA074R viruses.

CA074R GPs resemble WT GP in proteolytic processing to
GP18K and GP17K intermediates. The cysteine cathepsin de-
pendence of mutant rVSV-GP�Muc-mediated entry suggests
that the CA074R GPs undergo proteolytic cleavage within the
host cell endosomal pathway. We thus investigated whether
differences in the proteolytic processing of the WT and that of
mutant GPs account for the CatB independence of the
CA074R viruses. We first asked if a non-CatB cysteine cathep-
sin (CatL) can substitute for CatB in cleaving the CA074R GPs
to a GP17K-like intermediate. We reasoned that although CatL

is dispensable for entry, it may be able to carry out the
GP3GP17K step redundantly with other non-CatB cysteine
cathepsins. Accordingly, the WT and mutant rVSV-GP�Muc
were incubated with CatL alone or with CatL followed by
CatB, and the resulting GP1 digestion products were deglyco-
sylated by protein N-glycosidase F treatment and analyzed by
SDS-PAGE and Western blotting (Fig. 7). To facilitate com-
parison of band mobilities, GP18K and GP17K species derived
from WT rVSV-GP�Muc were loaded alongside the experi-
mental samples. We found that all of the mutants have a
cleavage profile similar to that of the WT; CatL and CatL-
plus-CatB digestion at pH 5.5 generated GP1 products that
comigrated with 18-kDa and 17-kDa GP1 species, respectively,
derived from WT GP�Muc. Similar results were obtained
upon incubation of mutant rVSV-GP�Muc with CHT and
THL, respectively, at pH 7.5. This experiment shows that in
vitro cleavage of the CA074R GPs by CatL alone is not capable
of producing a GP17K-like species and strongly suggests that
the mutant viruses cannot use CatL as a substitute for CatB to
generate this species during entry. These findings also suggest
that the CA074R GPs can be cleaved to GP17K by a specific
non-B, non-L cysteine cathepsin active in Vero cells or else
bypass this intermediate completely through an unclear mech-
anism.

Some CA074R GPs are highly susceptible to cleavage to
sub-GP17K species. While carrying out the preceding experi-
ment, we noticed that relatively brief incubations of some
rVSV-GP�Muc mutants, but not the WT, with proteases
caused the complete conversion of GP1 to sub-17-kDa frag-

FIG. 6. CatB and CatL are dispensable for mutant GP�Muc-me-
diated entry, but cysteine cathepsin activity is still required. (A) Vero
cells were pretreated for 4 h with 1% DMSO, 0.5 �M FYdmk, or 0.5
�M FYdmk plus 80 �M CA074. The cells were then incubated for
1.5 h with the WT, CA074R rVSV-GP�Muc, or rVSV-G at an MOI of
0.001 FFU/cell and overlaid with agarose containing DMSO or drug.
Viral titers (FFU/ml) were determined at 18 hpi. Averages � standard
deviations for three trials are shown. (B) Vero cells were pretreated for
4 h with various concentrations of E-64, then challenged with the WT,
CA074R rVSV-GP�Muc, or rVSV-G, and overlaid with agarose con-
taining no drug. Average viral titers for two trials from a representative
experiment are shown.

FIG. 7. rVSV-GP�Muc mutants resemble the WT in cleavage to
GP18K and GP17K intermediates. WT or mutant rVSV-GP�Muc was
incubated with the indicated protease(s) as described in Materials and
Methods and then deglycosylated with PNGaseF (except for N40K and
T42A, which lack the N40 glycan and do not require deglycosylation at
this position). The resulting GP1 proteolytic fragments were resolved
by SDS-PAGE and detected by Western blotting. Shorter protease
incubation times were necessary to obtain cleavage intermediates for
some mutants (see text for details). Positions of uncleaved GP1 and
the �18-kDa and �17-kDa cleavage fragments are indicated on the
left. *, partially cleaved GP fragment of unknown composition. Exper-
imental samples shown on each gel (bold labels) were flanked by WT
samples cleaved with CHT (WT 18K) or THL (WT 17K) to provide
markers of band mobility.
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ments or peptides not detected by the anti-GP1 antiserum.
This finding raised the possibility that cleaved intermediates
derived from these CA074R GPs are conformationally distinct
from their WT counterparts. To test this hypothesis, we incu-
bated WT and mutant rVSV-GP�Muc with CHT or THL to
generate GP18K or GP17K intermediates, respectively, inacti-
vated the proteases, and then subjected the intermediates to a
second round of proteolysis with CatL. The kinetics of GP1
proteolysis by CatL was monitored at different times postincu-
bation by SDS-PAGE and Western blotting (Fig. 8A). We
chose CatL as a probe of GP18K/GP17K conformation in this
experiment because it has a broad substrate specificity but
cannot itself convert GP18K to GP17K. We observed three dis-
tinct phenotypes among the viruses: persistence of both 18-
kDa and 17-kDa GP1 fragments through the entire CatL time

course (WT, T42A, and D47V), persistence of the 18-kDa
fragment but loss of the 17-kDa fragment (N40K, L43F, and
K588R), and loss of both 18-kDa and 17-kDa fragments to
CatL digestion (I584F). In all cases (including the WT), the
17-kDa GP1 species was more sensitive to proteolysis than its
18-kDa counterpart, suggesting that the cleavage of GP18K to
GP17K by CatB renders the glycoprotein more susceptible to
proteolysis. Similar results were obtained with prolonged CHT
or THL digestion alone (data not shown), indicating that the
differences in GP stability are intrinsic to the glycoprotein and
determined largely by its cleavage status (i.e., GP18K versus
GP17K) rather than the incubation pH (7.5 versus 5.5) or the
protease employed. Because the L43F, I584F, and K588R mu-
tations that enhance GP protease susceptibility are buried
within the prefusion structure and unlikely to directly alter

FIG. 8. GP18K and/or GP17K intermediates of some CA074R GPs are more susceptible to proteolytic inactivation than their WT counterparts.
(A) The WT or mutant rVSV-GP�Muc was incubated with CHT or THL to generate mutant GP18K or GP17K intermediates, respectively. Cleaved
intermediates were then incubated with CatL for increasing lengths of time. These samples were then subjected to SDS-PAGE, and GP1 was
detected by Western blotting. In all gels, the lanes from left to right are as follows: M, uncleaved samples from mock protease incubation (left gels
only); N, samples initially containing GP18K or GP17K that were incubated for 1 h in acid pH buffer without CatL; and samples initially containing
GP18K or GP17K that were incubated with CatL for 0, 20, 40, or 60 min. Positions of uncleaved GP1 and the �18-kDa and �17-kDa cleavage
fragments are indicated on the left. (B and C) Viral titers (FFU/ml) in aliquots from the GP18K (panel B) and GP17K (panel C) proteolysis time
courses depicted in panel A were determined and normalized to the 0-h sample. Open symbols represent samples incubated with acid pH buffer
alone for 1 h (lane N in gels shown in panel A), and closed symbols represent those incubated with CatL. Averages � standard deviations for three
trials from a representative experiment are shown.
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protease cleavage sites, we infer that these three GP mutants,
at least, generate GP18K and/or GP17K intermediates that differ
from the WT in the flexibility and accessibility of their polypep-
tide backbone.

Cleavage of CA074R GPs to sub-GP17K species is associated
with viral inactivation. In a parallel experiment, we examined
the consequences of GP1 cleavage to sub-17-kDa species for
viral infectivity (Fig. 8B and C). The initial titers of GP18K/
GP17K intermediates derived from the WT and CA074R vi-
ruses were similar, showing that the mutant intermediates, like
their WT counterparts, retain full infectivity (data not shown).
However, complete loss of the GP1 fragments to CatL diges-
tion was associated with a profound reduction in viral infectiv-
ity. Thus, the degree of inactivation of each GP18K- or GP17K-
containing virus could be predicted roughly by its susceptibility
to CatL proteolysis. Importantly, in parallel samples incubated
at pH 5.5 without CatL, no loss of GP1 was observed (Fig. 8A,
lane N), and only small reductions in viral infectivity were
obtained (Fig. 8B and C), providing evidence that proteolytic
cleavage of the GP18K and GP17K intermediates, and not
merely their incubation at acid pH, is required for viral inac-
tivation.

Cleaved CA074R viruses require cysteine cathepsins for en-
try. Our preceding observation that cleaved intermediates de-
rived from a subset of the CA074R GPs appear to differ from
their WT counterparts in conformation raised the possibility
that viral particles containing these mutant intermediates no
longer require cysteine cathepsin activity for entry. To test this
hypothesis, WT and mutant rVSV-GP�Muc were incubated
with THL to generate the GP17K intermediate, and Vero cells
pretreated with E-64 or with vehicle alone were challenged
with the cleaved viral particles (Fig. 9). We found that infec-
tivity of all of the cleaved mutant viruses resembled that of the
WT in E-64-treated cells (reduced to 
10% relative to a con-

trol infection). Thus, all of the CA074R GP17K intermediates
must, like WT GP17K, undergo at least one additional cysteine
cathepsin-dependent step during entry.

DISCUSSION

The activity of the endosomal cysteine protease CatB is
required for ZEBOV GP-mediated viral entry into Vero cells
(Fig. 1 and 2) (14, 54). Here, we used an rVSV encoding
ZEBOV GP�Muc to select and characterize viral mutants
capable of infecting Vero cells in the presence of the CatB
inhibitor CA074 (Fig. 2 to 9). We found that CatB dependence
is regulated by amino acid residues lining the GP1-GP2 sub-
unit interface and by a nearby N-linked glycan (Fig. 5 and
Table 1). We infer from differences in protease susceptibilities
that some, but not all, CA074R GP18K and/or GP17K interme-
diates are conformationally distinct from their WT counter-
parts (Fig. 7 to 9). Our findings suggest multiple mechanisms
for acquiring CatB independence (Fig. 10). They also suggest
that WT GP18K3GP17K cleavage is required during entry for
inducing conformational changes that destabilize the GP pre-
fusion trimer. We speculate that this destabilization renders
GP17K uniquely susceptible to a downstream triggering stimulus.

What are the critical molecular features of the GP17K inter-
mediate, and why is CatB required to generate it? CatB re-
moves approximately 10 residues from the C terminus of the
GP1 subunit during GP18K3GP17K conversion (Fig. 7) (18; K.
Chandran, unpublished data). These residues lie within the
large, disordered �13-�14 loop (connecting �-strands 13 and
14) that separates the GP1 base and glycan cap subdomains of

FIG. 9. CA074R GP17K intermediates require cysteine cathepsin
activity for entry. Vero cells were pretreated with 1% DMSO or 300
�M E64 for 4 h, challenged with the THL-derived WT or mutant
rVSV-GP17K at an MOI of 0.001 FFU/cell, and then overlaid with
agarose. Viral titers (FFU/ml) were determined at 18 hpi. Averages �
standard deviations from one representative experiment are shown.
An aliquot of each cleaved virus was subjected to SDS-PAGE, and
GP1 was detected by Western blotting to confirm GP cleavage. The
higher mobility of GP1 fragments from N40K and T42A reflects their
loss of N-glycan at N40. The position of the �17-kDa GP1 cleavage
fragment is indicated on the left.

FIG. 10. Models for CatB-independent cell entry mediated by the
CA074R GPs. Schematic diagram of steps in ZEBOV GP-mediated
viral entry is shown. Steps in entry arrested by the CA074 block are
gray. WT GP is blocked at the GP18K3GP17K step (and consequently,
at all downstream steps as well). 1, the I584F mutant is proposed to
bypass this step because its conformationally altered GP18K is unstable
enough to be triggered directly by an undefined mechanism. 2, the
N40K, L43F, and K588R mutants are proposed to have less-stable
GP17K intermediates with a lower threshold for fusion activation. This
reduced stability may compensate for inefficient processing to the
GP17K intermediate in the presence of CA074 by increasing the effi-
ciency of GP17K fusion triggering. 3, the T42A and D47V mutants are
proposed to use a protease other than CatB or CatL to efficiently
generate GP17K. See text for additional details.
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the prefusion trimer (Fig. 5B) (39). The �13-�14 loop crosses
over the GP2 �19-�20 hairpin that bears the hydrophobic
fusion loop, providing a possible structural rationale for its
removal during GP priming: the release of a covalent con-
straint on GP2 rearrangement. Accordingly, we predicted that
one or more of the CA074R GPs would contain a mutation
within this loop that allows its cleavage by a non-CatB cysteine
cathepsin. Unexpectedly, all of the CA074R viruses instead
contained mutations in the base of GP (Fig. 5 and Table 1).
Our failure to obtain mutations in the GP1 �13-�14 loop may
reflect that (i) our sampling of the CA074 resistance determi-
nants in the viral quasispecies is incomplete; (ii) cleavage in the
loop is not, in fact, the critical event mediated by CatB; (iii)
multiple mutations are needed to render the �13-�14 loop
cleavable by endosomal proteases other than CatB; or (iv)
determinants of cleavage in the loop lie elsewhere in GP (see
below).

The inability of CatL and other non-CatB cysteine cathep-
sins to remove a few disordered residues at the GP1 C termi-
nus, despite their broad substrate preferences (5, 15, 52), may
indicate steric constraints in GP that limit access to cleavage
sites in the �13-�14 loop. Indeed, the capacity of CatB to
processively cleave peptides from the C terminus (carboxypep-
tidase activity), unique to it and CatX/Z among the cysteine
cathepsins (3, 36, 61), may account for its specific requirement
in this case. Might one or more of the CA074R mutations then
promote CatB-independent cleavage within the GP1 �13-�14
loop by alleviating these structural constraints? Our finding
that neither CatL nor CHT could mediate the GP18K3GP17K

cleavage for the CA074R mutants, but that CatB could, rules
out a generalized increase in the capacity of non-CatB pro-
teases to carry out the GP18K3GP17K step (Fig. 7). Experi-
ments are under way to determine whether other enzymes
active in Vero cells can substitute for CatB in mediating
GP18K3GP17K cleavage during CA074R virus entry.

What are the structural consequences of the CA074R muta-
tions for the prefusion GP trimer? The locations of CA074R

mutations in the prefusion GP structure indicate potential
consequences distinct from any effects on the GP1 �13-�14
loop. Changes at N40 and T42 in the GP1 base subdomain,
present in a majority of the isolated CA074R viruses, abolished
N-linked glycosylation at N40, consistent with loss of the NXT
glycosylation motif (Fig. 5 and 7 and Table 1). Comparison of
the GP prefusion crystal structures of ZEBOV (lacking the
N40 glycan) and Sudan EBOV (containing it) indicates that
the presence or absence of this glycan does not significantly
alter local protein conformation or GP1-GP2 interactions (39)
(J. Dias and E. O. Saphire, personal communication). Instead
of inducing changes in the prefusion conformation of GP, N40
glycan deletion may promote CatB independence by exposing
previously buried cleavage sites in GP18K and/or GP17K. How-
ever, N40K and T42A, which both delete this glycan, nonethe-
less have distinct protease sensitivities (Fig. 8). Thus, it is
possible that specific substitutions at these positions may alter
GP conformation independent of the effects of glycan deletion
at N40. Examination of the panel of CA074R mutants with
different changes at N40 may resolve this issue (Table 1).

The other four CA074R mutations in GP1 (L43F and D47V)
and GP2 (I584F and K588R) alter residues that line the GP1-
GP2 interface. L43, I584, and K588 participate in hydrophobic

interactions with aliphatic and aromatic residues in the GP1
base subdomain, an N-terminal segment of GP2 preceding the
fusion loop region, and the GP2 trimer core (Fig. 5). Substi-
tutions of aliphatic residues to the bulkier aromatic Phe (L43F
and I584F) and of Lys to the bulkier Arg (K588R) may cause
rearrangements that weaken these GP1-GP2 interactions. Res-
idues D47 and K588 approach each other closely (
3.9 Å) but
do not appear to form an intersubunit salt bridge. Introduction
of an aliphatic residue within a charged region (D47V) and/or
substitution with a larger residue (K588R) may also compro-
mise GP1-GP2 interactions. Thus, at least four out of six
CA074R mutations may serve to “loosen” the clamp holding
GP2 in its prefusion conformation.

Behavior of CA074R mutants suggests a function for
GP3GP17K cleavage in cell entry and a role for cysteine cathe-
psins in fusion triggering. Why is GP3GP17K cleavage re-
quired for viral entry? It has been proposed that cleavage
enhances the binding of GP to an endosomal receptor by
uncovering receptor-binding sequences in the GP1 head sub-
domain that are recessed in the intact trimer (18, 34, 39). In
support of this idea, GP3GP17K cleavage enhances virus-cell
adhesion (34). However, a similar binding enhancement is
obtained following GP3GP18K cleavage, concomitant with re-
moval of the Muc and glycan cap sequences (34). Therefore,
receptor binding cannot fully explain the specific requirement
for a GP17K-like species during entry. We believe that our
findings with the CA074R mutants provide a clue to an addi-
tional function of GP3GP17K cleavage when placed in the
context of well-studied class I viral fusion mechanisms.

Studies of the prototypic class I fusion glycoprotein, influ-
enza virus hemagglutinin, suggest that it is rendered metasta-
ble upon priming—that is, prevented from attaining its ener-
getically favorable postfusion conformation by a kinetic barrier
(12). Acid pH triggers fusion-related hemagglutinin rearrange-
ment by lowering this barrier, but destabilization of the prefu-
sion conformation by nonphysiological stimuli, such as heat or
denaturants, can also drive membrane fusion (12). For both
acid-triggered and receptor-triggered class I glycoproteins, se-
lection of viral variants resistant to an entry inhibitor has
yielded “hair trigger” mutations that appear to lower the acti-
vation barrier for fusion by destabilizing the prefusion confor-
mation of the glycoprotein (2, 7, 49, 53). In this study, we
obtained evidence consistent with the destabilizing effect of
some CA074R mutations on the prefusion conformation of
GP. Specifically, primed GP intermediates derived from some
CA074R viruses were highly susceptible to proteolytic diges-
tion and inactivation, whereas intermediates derived from the
WT and other mutants were less protease sensitive (Fig. 8).
Crucially, GP17K was more sensitive to proteolysis than GP18K

in every case, including the WT. We surmise that the confor-
mational changes in CA074R GP18K and/or GP17K that cause
their enhanced susceptibility to proteolysis reflect an “opening
up” of the prefusion structure that lowers the activation barrier
for induction of fusion. If correct, then this hypothesis implies
that GP18K3GP17K cleavage is required for WT virus entry
because it performs the same destabilizing function. Finally,
because all of the GP17K intermediates examined in this study
must undergo an additional cysteine cathepsin-dependent step
to mediate viral entry (Fig. 9), we speculate that the observed
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proteolytic cleavage of GP17K, with attendant viral inactiva-
tion, is directly relevant to the fusion triggering process.

How do the CA074R mutants acquire CatB independence?
We propose that the disparate behaviors of the CA074R mu-
tants in the protease sensitivity assay reflect multiple scenarios
for CA074 resistance (Fig. 10). In the first, the I584F mutation
destabilizes the GP18K intermediate to such a degree that it can
be triggered directly, allowing bypass of the GP18K3GP17K

step entirely. In the second scenario (N40K, L43F, and
K588R), only GP17K is sensitive to the fusion trigger, but this
intermediate is much more efficiently triggered than the WT,
allowing viral entry. Implicit in this model is the assumption
that the CA074 block to GP18K3GP17K is not absolute, that is,
it can be mediated at least inefficiently by residual CatB or an
alternative protease. In the third (T42A and D47V), once
again only GP17K is sensitive to fusion triggering, but there is
no significant difference in triggering efficiency. Instead, we
hypothesize that the mutants, unlike the WT, are capable of
using proteases other than CatB to efficiently generate GP17K

so that CA074 pretreatment has little or no effect on the
GP18K3GP17K step. We are currently performing experiments
to test these models.

What roles do CatL and other non-CatB cysteine cathepsins
play in EBOV GP-dependent cell entry? While the CatB re-
quirement for ZEBOV GP-dependent entry into Vero cells
has been confirmed in multiple studies, the roles of CatL and
other cysteine cathepsins remain unclear. We originally
showed that CatL is dispensable for ZEBOV GP-dependent
entry into Vero cells but likely contributes by assisting CatB or
other endosomal proteases to remove the Muc and glycan cap
sequences in GP1 and possibly generate a GP18K-like species.
As shown previously and described above, CatL cannot gen-
erate the critical GP17K intermediate. Following our initial
study, two reports indicated that viral pseudotypes containing
uncleaved GP, GP18K (34, 54), or GP17K (54) were all poorly
infectious in Vero cells lacking CatL activity, suggesting that it
is essential for a step in entry that is distinct from GP3GP17K

cleavage. Here we demonstrate that CatL is dispensable for
Vero cell entry by all VSVs tested, both pseudotype and re-
combinant, and bearing either the WT or CA074R GP�Muc
(Fig. 1 and 6). We believe that these apparent inconsistencies
among the published reports result from differences in the
concentrations and incubation times of protease inhibitors
used to inactivate CatL within Vero cells in each study. Spe-
cifically, we found that the conditions used in references 34 and
54 not only inactivate CatL but also cause substantial off-target
inactivation of CatB in cells (see Table S1 in the supplemental
material). In contrast, the inhibitor treatment conditions used
in this study are selective for CatL (Fig. 1). We conclude that
the strong inhibition of viral entry into Vero cells observed
with CatL inhibitors in some previous studies is likely caused
by the inactivation of CatB and non-CatB/CatL proteases. Im-
portantly, recent work by Martinez et al. (43) demonstrates
that these conclusions are not limited to VSV-GP particles or
Vero cells; these authors showed that CatB is required for
infection of human peripheral blood mononuclear cell-derived
dendritic cells by authentic ZEBOV and entry by virus-like
particles bearing ZEBOV GP, whereas CatL is dispensable.
However, neither our findings nor those of Martinez et al. (43)
discount the possibility that CatL mediates one or more steps

in viral entry redundantly with other cysteine cathepsins in
Vero or dendritic cells. Moreover, CatL may be required in
some physiologically relevant cell types that lack this functional
redundancy.

Finally, we note that even the CatB requirement is likely not
absolute among filoviruses; our preliminary studies indicate
the existence of EBOV species-dependent differences in CatB
dependence during VSV-GP entry into Vero cells (K. Chand-
ran, unpublished data). While residues mutated in the CA074R

viruses and their contacting partners are conserved largely
among available EBOV GP sequences, interspecies polymor-
phisms do exist at several positions (e.g., D47E in EBOV
Sudan and D47E and I584L in EBOV Reston) (see Fig. S1 in
the supplemental material) and may at least partially explain
the observed differences in CatB dependence.

Comparisons with other endosomal protease-dependent vi-
ral entry mechanisms. In addition to filoviruses, there is a
growing list of enveloped and nonenveloped viruses that are
known to require endosomal proteases during entry. In many
cases, proteolytic cleavage primes or deprotects the viral entry
protein, generating an intermediate that can undergo triggered
conformational rearrangement to expose membrane-interact-
ing sequences. Analogous to furin-mediated priming of many
class I viral fusion proteins, CatL-mediated cleavage of the
Nipah paramyxovirus glycoprotein precursor, F0, to F1 plus F2

occurs in virus producer cells, liberating an N-terminal fusion
peptide in F2 and sensitizing F for fusion triggering (48). Like
EBOV GP, the nonenveloped mammalian reovirus capsid un-
dergoes extensive proteolytic disassembly during entry; 600
copies of the �3 protector protein are degraded by CatL and
CatB to expose the �1 penetration protein (8, 17, 19). Unlike
the EBOV GP17K intermediate, the Nipah virus and reovirus
intermediates no longer require cysteine protease activity to
enter cells (1, 13, 57). Cysteine cathepsins appear to play a
more complex role in entry of the severe acute respiratory
syndrome and mouse hepatitis virus type 2 coronaviruses.
Their S glycoproteins are cleaved by CatL in a receptor-de-
pendent manner to trigger fusion (9, 29, 51, 55); however,
cleavage may be needed not to promote the initial receptor-
dependent rearrangement of S but to relieve a structural con-
straint (possibly related to fusion peptide release [6, 40]) that
impedes completion of the fusion reaction (45, 55). For all of
the cysteine cathepsin-dependent viruses except EBOV, exper-
imental conditions can be arranged to allow cell entry in the
presence of broad-spectrum cysteine cathepsin inhibitors (51,
55, 57). It is tempting to speculate that the unidentified cys-
teine protease-dependent step in EBOV entry is a GP cleavage
that either triggers fusion or relieves a late block to membrane
fusion initiated by another trigger, such as receptor binding.
The ongoing failure to reconstitute robust GP-mediated mem-
brane fusion likely reflects requirements for additional factors.

Utility of rVSVs encoding heterologous viral glycoproteins
for forward genetic studies of viral entry. Selection of drug-
resistant variants within a viral population is a powerful strat-
egy to investigate the drug’s mechanism of action and the
physiological process it targets. Unfortunately, this strategy has
been utilized only in a limited way for filoviruses and other
highly pathogenic enveloped viruses, because of the challenges
inherent in working with the authentic agents. Two recent
approaches allow forward genetic studies of cell entry by
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EBOV in lower-biocontainment facilities. The first is a repli-
cation-defective EBOV mutant engineered to lack the VP30
gene that can be propagated only in a complementing cell line
(26). This approach is highly powerful because it affords anal-
ysis of all the viral genes, except VP30, in an authentic viral
context. However, it is not yet widely available. The second
approach, a recombinant VSV that encodes EBOV GP as its
only entry glycoprotein, has been implemented by Takada et
al. (58) and in the present study. The fidelity of rVSV-GP as an
EBOV entry model was demonstrated by the Kawaoka and
Feldmann groups, who obtained similar sets of neutralization
escape mutants with EBOV �VP30 and rVSV-GP following
selections with the same GP-recognizing antibody (26, 58).
Other key advantages of the rVSV approach are its safety and
flexibility; rVSVs bearing the glycoproteins from several
emerging viruses, including marburgvirus (16, 23, 24, 32),
Lassa fever virus (23, 25), and severe acute respiratory syn-
drome coronavirus (35), are candidate live-attenuated vaccines
with good safety profiles in mammals, and they should be
amenable to genetic analysis. It should also be possible to
engineer and rescue new recombinants with viral glycoproteins
that generate high-titer VSV pseudotypes (e.g., Nipah and
Hendra F plus G [33, 50]). Despite the potential utility of
rVSVs for genetic selections, we could find only one previous
report in which they were exploited for this purpose (58). Our
findings argue for the more extensive use of rVSVs in forward
genetic studies of enveloped virus entry.
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